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Shape-programmable matter is a class of active materials whose
geometry can be controlled to potentially achieve mechanical
functionalities beyond those of traditional machines. Among these
materials, magnetically actuated matter is particularly promising for
achieving complex time-varying shapes at small scale (overall dimen-
sions smaller than 1 cm). However, previous work can only program
these materials for limited applications, as they rely solely on human
intuition to approximate the required magnetization profile and
actuating magnetic fields for their materials. Here, we propose a
universal programmingmethodology that can automatically generate
the required magnetization profile and actuating fields for soft
matter to achieve new time-varying shapes. The universality of the
proposed method can therefore inspire a vast number of miniature
soft devices that are critical in robotics, smart engineering surfaces
andmaterials, and biomedical devices. Our proposedmethod includes
theoretical formulations, computational strategies, and fabrication
procedures for programming magnetic soft matter. The presented
theory and computational method are universal for programming 2D
or 3D time-varying shapes, whereas the fabrication technique is
generic only for creating planar beams. Based on the proposed
programming method, we created a jellyfish-like robot, a spermato-
zoid-like undulating swimmer, and an artificial cilium that couldmimic
the complex beating patterns of its biological counterpart.

programmable matter | multifunctional materials | soft robots | magnetic
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Shape-programmable matter refers to active materials that can be
controlled by heat (1–5), light (6, 7), chemicals (8–13), pressure

(14, 15), electric fields (16, 17), or magnetic fields (18–33) to gen-
erate desired folding or bending. As these materials can reshape
their geometries to achieve desired time-varying shapes, they have
the potential to create mechanical functionalities beyond those of
traditional machines (1, 15). The functionalities of shape-programmable
materials are especially appealing for miniature devices whose overall
dimensions are smaller than 1 cm as these materials could significantly
augment their locomotion and manipulation capabilities. The develop-
ment of highly functional miniature devices is enticing because, despite
having only simple rigid-body motions (34–36) and gripping capabil-
ities (37), existing miniature devices have already been used across a
wide range of applications pertaining to microfluidics (38, 39), micro-
factories (40, 41), bioengineering (42, 43), and health care (35, 44).
Among shape-programmable matter, the magnetically actuated

materials are particularly promising for creating complex time-
varying shapes at small scales because their control inputs, in the
form of magnetic fields, can be specified not only in magnitude but
also in their direction and spatial gradients. Furthermore, as they
can be fabricated with a continuum magnetization profile, m, along
their bodies, these magnetic materials can also generate deforma-
tions with very high spatial resolutions. A continuum m can be
approximated as a collection of magnetic dipoles continuously dis-
tributed within a material, where each dipole can produce locally
varying stress when it interacts with the actuating fields. The actu-
ating fields can deform the materials by either exerting magnetic
forces (27, 30) or torques (18, 19) on these dipoles.
Although shape-programmable magnetic soft materials have great

potential, previous work can only rely on human intuition to approx-
imate the requiredm and actuating fields for these materials to achieve

their desired time-varying shapes. As a result, such heuristic and un-
systematic methods can only program these materials for a limited
number of applications, demonstrating only either simple deformations
(21, 24–28) or very specific functionalities (18–20, 22, 23, 29–33).
Here, we present a universal programming methodology that

can automatically generate the required m and actuating fields for
small-scale soft matter to achieve desired time-varying shapes (Fig.
1A). This universal method therefore has the potential to inspire a
wide variety of miniature devices that could transform robotics,
material science, and biomedicine. The proposed method consists
of theoretical formulations, computational strategies, and fabrica-
tion procedures. Although the theory and computational method
are universal for programming 2D or 3D time-varying shapes (S2.
Programming Materials with 3D Time-Varying Shapes), our fabrica-
tion technique is only generic for making planar beams. Despite
the limitations of our current fabrication technique, it is still sig-
nificantly better than existing techniques, which at most can only
create direction-varying m that have a uniform magnitude (18, 19).
As we can fabricate continua m that have desirable nonuniform
magnitude and orientation profiles, the potential of shape-
programmable magnetic beams can now be fully realized.

Programming Methodology
We demonstrate our programming methodology with a large
deflecting beam subjected to quasistatic conditions (Fig. 1B). For
practical considerations, we have also considered m to be time in-
variant and actuating fields to be uniform in space. These con-
straints are necessary because it is challenging both to remagnetize
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the device in situ and to create position-variant actuating fields at
such small scale with our electromagnets (Fig. S1).
To simplify our discussion, we constrain the cross-sectional area

of this beam to be uniform and allow it to bend in a plane. Fur-
thermore, although we have provided the generic discussions for the
beam’s boundary conditions in S1. Boundary Conditions (see also
Fig. S2), here we simplify the boundary conditions to fixed-free (Fig.
1Bi). Without any loss in generality, the bending axis of the beam is
described by the z axis of the global frame shown in Fig. 1B.

Theoretical Formulation. Following the steps in Fig. 1A, we first
define the desired deformations along the beam’s length, s. Because

such deformations can vary with time, t, the kinematics can be
mathematically represented with the rotational deflections along
the beam, θðs, tÞ (Fig. 1Bi). After the kinematics are specified, we
establish the torque balance equation for an arbitrary infinitesimal
element (Fig. 1 B, ii), ds, at any time, t, to be as follows:

τmA+ v  cos  θ− h  sin  θ=−
∂Mb

∂s
. [1]

The variables τmðs, tÞ, Mbðs, tÞ, and A represent the applied
magnetic torque (per volume), the beam’s bending moment,
and its cross-sectional area, respectively. The other variables,
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Fig. 1. The programmingmethodology and a simple proof of concept. (A) The programmingmethod for magnetic soft elastomeric composite materials to achieve the
desired time-varying shapes. We illustrate this concept with an arbitrary beam that can be programmed to achieve the desired shapes shown on the Left. By using our
proposed programmingmethod (shown in the Center), we can automatically generate the requiredmagnetization profile,mðsÞ, andmagnetic field control inputs, BðtÞ,
for the material (shown on the Right). The givenmðsÞ and BðtÞ are only used as an illustration. (B) A graphical illustration for the theoretical formulations. Based on the
desired kinematics in i, a quasistatic analysis can be conducted on ii. (C) A simple proof of concept of the proposed method in which a beam is programmed to create a
shape resembling a cosine function when it is subjected to a 5-mT uniformmagnetic field input. (i) Desired shape, simulated first derivative of the bending moment, and
necessary magnetization profile along the beam. The desired first derivative of the bending moment is represented by the blue curve, whereas the dotted red curve
represents the first derivative of the bending moment generated by magnetic actuation. As the blue and dotted red curves will totally overlap one another, they have
been separated into two plots for clarity. The plotted magnetization profile is along the predeformed beam (see Fig. S6 for a more quantitative representation for the
magnetization). Additional parameters for this device can be found in S9. Parameters for Each Case and Table S1. The obtained experimental results are shown in ii. The
yellow line represents the desired programmed shape for this demonstration. The beam achieved its programmed shapewhen it was subjected to a 5-mTmagnetic field.
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hðs, tÞ and vðs, tÞ, correspond to the x- and y-axis internal forces
within the beam, respectively. Similarly, the force balance equations
of the infinitesimal element can be expressed as follows:

Fx =−
1
A

∂h
∂s
,   Fy =−

1
A

∂v
∂s
, [2]

where Fxðs, tÞ and Fyðs, tÞ represent the applied magnetic forces
(per volume) along the x and y axes, respectively. Thus, by using
the Euler–Bernoulli equation and substituting Eq. 2 into Eq. 1,
the desired deflections (i.e., required first derivative of bending
moment) can be expressed explicitly by the actuating magnetic
forces and torques as follows:

τm +
Z L

s
Fy   ds cos θ−

Z L

s
Fx   ds sin θ=−

EI
A

∂2θ
∂s2

. [3]

The variables E, I, and L represent the Young’s modulus, the
second moment of area, and the length of the beam, respectively.
Eq. 3 implies that the material’s desired time-varying shapes can
be achieved if the magnetic torques and forces can be pro-
grammed to balance the desired first derivative of bending mo-
ment, across the entire length of the beam at all times. To
determine the necessary mðsÞ and actuating fields for the desired
θðs, tÞ, we first give their mathematical relationship with the ap-
plied magnetic torques and forces:

τmðs, tÞ= ½ 0 0 1 �f½Rðs, tÞmðsÞ�×BðtÞg,
Fxðs, tÞ= ½ 1 0 0 �f½Rðs, tÞmðsÞ� ·∇gBðtÞ,
Fyðs, tÞ= ½ 0 1 0 �f½Rðs, tÞmðsÞ� ·∇gBðtÞ.

[4]

The magnetic torque is a function of mðsÞ and the magnetic
field, BðtÞ, whereas the magnetic forces are dependent on mðsÞ and
the spatial gradients of BðtÞ. The rotational matrix, Rðs, tÞ, is used to
account for the orientation change of magnetization profile due
to the beam’s large deflection, and it is given as the following:

R=

2
4 cos θ − sin θ 0
sin θ cos θ 0
0 0 1

3
5. [5]

Computational Method. In contrast to previous magnetic pro-
gramming studies, we do not use human intuition to speculate
the necessary mðsÞ and the actuating fields. Instead, they are
automatically generated by computers, and this is achieved by
first representing them with corresponding sets of 1D Fourier
series (step 2 in Fig. 1A):

mðsÞ=

2
6664

Xn

i=0
ai cosðiwssÞ+ bi sinðiwssÞXn

i=0
ci cosðiwssÞ+ di sinðiwssÞ

0

3
7775,

BðtÞ=

2
6664

Xm

j=0
αj cosðjwttÞ+ βj sinðjwttÞ

Xm

j=0
γj cosðjwttÞ+ ηj sinðjwttÞ

0

3
7775,

BgradðtÞ=

2
6666666664

∂Bx

∂x
ðtÞ

∂By

∂x
ðtÞ

∂By

∂y
ðtÞ

3
7777777775
=

2
66664

Xm

j=0
ej cosðjwttÞ+ δj sinðjwttÞ

Xm

j=0
λj cosðjwttÞ+ μj sinðjwttÞ

Xm

j=0
ρj cosðjwttÞ+ σj sinðjwttÞ

3
77775.

[6]

The significant benefit of such representation is that Fourier
series is inclusive of all possible discrete or continuous mathe-
matical functions, enabling our proposed method to be universal.
The vector BgradðtÞ represents the spatial gradients of BðtÞ nec-
essary for generating Fx and Fy. The angular frequencies, ωs and
ωt, are given as 2π=L and 2π=T, respectively, and T represents
the total time to complete the shape trajectory. The other
variables ai, bi, ci, di, αj, βj, γj, ηj, ej, δj, λj, μj, ρj,  and σj are the 1D
Fourier coefficients, and their subscripts i and j are integers that
range from 0 to n and 0 to m, respectively. Thus, by substituting
Eq. 6 and Eq. 4 into Eq. 3, we can obtain the following equation:

½F 1   cos  θ−F 2   sin  θ�+
� Z L

s
F 3   cos  θ+F 4   sinθ  ds

�
cosθ

−
� Z L

s
F 5   cos  θ+F 6   sinθ  ds

�
sinθ=−

EI
A

∂2θ
∂s2

, [7]

where the left side is a function that represents the magnetic
actuation and the right side represents the desired first derivative
of bending moment. Each of these symbols, F 1 to F 6, corre-
sponds to a set of 2D Fourier series expressed in s and t, with
each 2D Fourier coefficients created from the 1D Fourier coef-
ficients in mðsÞ, BðtÞ, and BgradðtÞ. Although the detailed mathe-
matical description for F 2 to F 6 are shown in S6. Additional
Discussion, we will show the mathematical representation of
F 1 here as an example:

F 1 =
Xn
i=0

Xm
j=0

�
aiγj − ciαj

�
cosðiωssÞcosðjωttÞ

+
Xn
i=0

Xm
j=0

�
aiηj − ciβj

�
cosðiωssÞsinðjωttÞ

+
Xn
i=0

Xm
j=0

�
biγj − diαj

�
sinðiωssÞcosðjωttÞ

+
Xn
i=0

Xm
j=0

�
biηj − diβj

�
sinðiωssÞsinðjωttÞ.

[8]

By following step 3 in Fig. 1A, a computational optimization
method is then used to determine the optimal values of the 1D
Fourier coefficients to satisfy Eq. 7. This optimization method is
implemented by first discretizing the motion of the beam into p
time frames, that is, t= t1;. . .; t= tp =T. Meanwhile, the beam is
divided into q segments in length, that is, s= s1;. . .; s= sq =L. Thus,
we create q new equations for each time frame by substituting
different values of s along the beam into Eq. 7. By assembling all of
the equations across all time frames, there are a total of p× q linear
equations that can be written in matrix form as follows:

Ku=Mb, [9]

where u and Mb are vectors containing the 2D Fourier coeffi-
cients and the desired first derivative of the bending moment
across these p× q equations, respectively.
Subsequently, the optimal 1D Fourier coefficients in mðsÞ,

BðtÞ, and BgradðtÞ can be solved by performing the following op-
timization process:

    minimize ðKu−MbÞTQðKu−MbÞ
subjected  to: jmðsÞj≤mmax,

    jBðtÞj≤Bmax,
    jBgradðtÞj≤Bgrad max,

[10]

where Q is a matrix that gives higher weightings to time frames
that are deemed to be more important. Physically, the optimization
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process in Eq. 10 minimizes the difference between the mag-
netic actuation and the desired first derivative of the bending
moment while subjected to the physical constraints of our sys-
tems. After this optimization process has been solved numeri-
cally by solvers such as genetic algorithm (45) and gradient-
based solvers (46), the optimal mðsÞ, BðtÞ, and BgradðtÞ will be
obtained.

Fabrication Technique. Based on the magnitude profile of mðsÞ
determined above, we use a two-step molding process to embed
a heterogeneous distribution of ferromagnetic and aluminum
microparticles into a silicone rubber. A large magnitude of
magnetization is created by locally increasing the concentration
of ferromagnetic particles, whereas a desired orientation profile
for mðsÞ can be created by magnetizing the material when it is
sandwiched between two jigs of a specified curvature. This cur-
vature can be represented by the following integral:

xjigðsÞ=
Z s

0
cosðϕðsÞÞds,

yjigðsÞ=
Z s

0
sinð−ϕðsÞÞds,

[11]

where ϕðsÞ= tan−1ððmyðsÞÞ=ðmxðsÞÞÞ, and mx and my are the
x- and y-axis components of mðsÞ when the material is undeformed.
After magnetizing the material, its desired mðsÞ can be obtained
(step 4 in Fig. 1A; see Materials and Methods for more details).

Results
For the first experimental demonstration of our shape-programming
methodology, a millimeter-scale beam was programmed to create a
shape that resembled a cosine function when it was actuated by a
constant magnetic field (Fig. 1 C i and ii). Next, we programmed
a beam to produce a simple sequence of time-varying shapes
with 100 discrete time frames. In each time frame, a uniform
curvature was held over the beam, gradually increasing between
each frame, until the beam curled into a semicircle (Fig. 2A).
Despite the large number of time-varying shapes, we obtained a
simple mðsÞ as well as actuating fields that satisfied Eq. 7 (Fig. 2
B and C). The beam was then fabricated and experimentally
manipulated to achieve its desired shapes (Fig. 2D). Because
the required magnetization profile and actuating fields were
relatively simple, we extended this concept to simultaneously
control multiple beams that have similar motions. By properly
configuring several such beams, we were able to reversibly bend
them into a “CMU” logo shape (Fig. 2E and Movie S1). We
further extended this concept by using two similar beams to
form the tentacles of a jellyfish-like robot. These tentacles could
generate a fast power stroke and a slow recovery stroke for the
robot to swim against the slope of an oil–water interface (average
speed, 1.8 mm/s; see also Fig. 2F, Movie S2, and S6. Additional
Discussion, for controlling the stroke speeds). The jellyfish-like
robot was also steerable, and these steering strategies are dis-
cussed in S3. Steering Strategies and Fig. S3.
We had also programmed a spermatozoid-like undulating

swimmer. To make this swimming gait more biomimetic than
previous spermatozoid-like robots (22), we specified the gait to
be a propagating traveling wave, with an amplitude that increases
linearly from the fixed end to the free end (Fig. 3A). Despite the
complexity of the gait, our programming method could obtain
the necessary mðsÞ and actuating fields for the undulating
swimmer (Fig. 3 B and C). After fabricating this swimmer, we
experimentally show that it could use this gait to swim on an air–
water interface (average speed, 11 mm/s; Fig. 3D and Movie S3).
Finally, we created an artificial soft cilium that was able to

approximate the complex beating pattern of a biological cilium

(47). This beating pattern was divided into two strokes—the
power and the recovery strokes (Fig. 4A). Due to the com-
plexity of this motion, the optimization problem for obtaining
mðsÞ and the actuating fields became highly nonconvex, con-
taining many suboptimal solutions. The solution would be
easily trapped and difficult to jump out from a suboptimal so-
lution if we used only one optimization process to solve for the
large number of design variables simultaneously (46). Hence,
we used a multistep optimization approach that is similar to the
previously reported ones in refs. 48 and 49 to divide the original
optimization problem into two sequential optimization pro-
cesses, allowing each process to solve for one subset of the
design variables. As there are more design variables in the first
optimization process than the second one (Fig. S4), we would
have higher chances of obtaining a more accurate result for the
more complicated optimization process if we solve it first.
Therefore, our first optimization process was to determine the
necessary mðsÞ and actuating fields for the more complex re-
covery stroke. The obtained mðsÞ was subsequently fed into a
second optimization process that determined the required ac-
tuating fields for the simpler power stroke. Here, the power
stroke was simpler than the recovery stroke because its desired
first derivative of bending moment has fewer changes across the
time frames, making it easier to use Eq. 7 to program them. The
obtained results for the artificial cilium are shown in Fig. 4 B–D
and Movie S4, and the key time-varying shapes that we used to
closely mimic the complex beating pattern of a biological cilium
were shown in Fig. 4A. Although other researchers have had some
success in creating time-asymmetrical motions for their artificial
cilia (50–53), our artificial cilium is the only one on a millimeter
scale that can approximate the motions of a biological cilium.

Discussion
Although the proposed programming methodology is promis-
ing, there are several limitations that need to be addressed in
future studies. First, our method cannot produce all possible
time-varying shapes when mðsÞ is time invariant and the actu-
ating fields are position invariant as each of them can only be
specified with a 1D Fourier series. This phenomenon can be
explained from the magnetic actuation function in Eq. 7, which
can be mathematically described as a function of six sets of 2D
Fourier series. As all of the 2D Fourier coefficients in this
function are created from the lower-dimensional 1D Fourier
coefficients of mðsÞ and the actuating magnetic fields, many
of these 2D Fourier coefficients become coupled with one
another and cannot be arbitrarily specified. Thus, despite
encompassing six sets of 2D Fourier series, the generated
magnetic actuation can only represent a subset of 2D functions
that are expressed in terms of s and t. This means that we can
only program time-varying shapes whose first derivative of
bending moment can be expressed in 2D functions, which are
representable by the magnetic actuation function. Although a
complete analysis to quantify the range of time-varying shapes
achievable by our method is beyond the scope of this paper, we
have provided a brief discussion on this topic in S4. Achievable
Time-Varying Shapes. To better understand the range of achiev-
able time-varying shapes, we will formulate a mathematical model
to quantify this range in the future. As another future work,
we will also increase the range of achievable shapes by de-
veloping more powerful electromagnets that can enable the
actuating fields to become position variant (S6. Additional
Discussion).
Second, because several metastable shapes may exist for a

given control input, the programmable material may deform into
an undesired shape. However, because the selected metastable
shape is highly dependent on the previous shape, this limitation
can be moderated by using a finer temporal resolution for the
shape trajectories. This moderation reduces the deviation between
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the desired shape and the previous shape, making it easier to
guide the material to deform into the desired shape.
Third, due to finite computational power, it is still an open

challenge to obtain a global solution from highly nonconvex
optimization problems, which have many design variables (46).
As a result, we can only rely on numerical techniques such as the
two-step optimization approach to moderate this challenge. Al-

though this approach may allow us to obtain more accurate
suboptimal solutions, it may also overconstrain the optimization
problem unnecessarily and cause a reduction in the original
search space (S5. Discussion for Two-Step Optimization Approach
and Fig. S4). Therefore, we should only implement the two-step
optimization approach when we cannot obtain an accurate solu-
tion with one optimization process. In view of this challenge, in the
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Fig. 2. Programming soft composite materials that can gradually fold up into a semicircle. (A) Schematic of a soft beam programmed to fold up under
magnetic excitation. Although we illustrated this motion with only four shapes, there were a total of 100 distinct shapes throughout this motion.
(B) Optimization results for the desired first derivative of the bending moment. Each plot represents the desired first derivative of the bending
moment of the beam for one time frame. The frame number for each time frame is represented by the number at the Top. In the simulations, the
time difference between each time frame is 0.01 s. The blue lines in the time frames represent the desired first derivative of the bending moment, and
the dotted red lines represent the obtained first derivative of the bending moment created by the magnetic actuation. The x axis of each plot
represents the length of the beam, which ranges from s = 0 to 7 mm. (C ) The required magnetization profile, mðsÞ, and the magnetic field, BðtÞ, to
achieve the desired time-varying shapes. This magnetization profile is along the predeformed straight beam (see Fig. S6 for a more quantitative
representation for the magnetization profile). Using the coordinate system in A as a reference, the variables Bx and By in the magnetic field plot
represent the x- and y-axis components of the magnetic field, respectively. (D) Snapshots of a single beam curling up under magnetic excitation.
The yellow lines represent the corresponding desired time-varying shapes. (E ) Four soft beams made of the programmable material are shown
deforming into a reversible CMU logo under magnetic excitation. To visualize the logo better, we highlighted the final CMU shape with dotted red
lines. (F ) A jellyfish-like robot equipped with two soft tentacles made of the programmable soft composite material. The robot could propel itself on
an oil–water interface by bending its tentacles back and forth under magnetic excitation. Additional parameters for this device can be found in S9.
Parameters for Each Case and Table S1.
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future we will also investigate new numerical techniques, allow-
ing us to obtain more accurate solutions for a highly nonconvex
optimization problem.
Fourth, our fabrication technique, the two-step molding pro-

cess shown in Fig. 5 A–D, is only capable of tuning the amount of
magnetic particles along the in-plane axis of the beams. Because
we cannot tune the amount of magnetic particles along all axes
of a structure, we are still unable to create an m that has a
desirable nonuniform magnitude profile in 3D, preventing us
from fabricating structures that can achieve specific 3D time-

varying shapes. Furthermore, we could not program beams
smaller than the millimeter-scale because it becomes difficult to
manually sandwich such small-scale beams into the jigs during
the magnetization process (Fig. 5F). We will explore new
microfabrication processes that will allow us to create smaller-
scale structures with desirable m that have 3D nonuniform
magnitude profile.
Fifth, although our proposed computational method is not

restricted to creating miniature devices, we have yet to use it for
macroscale devices. Nevertheless, the procedures for constructing
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such macroscale devices are discussed in S6. Additional Discussion,
and the implementation for these procedures will be explored as
a future work.
In summary, we have introduced a universal programming

methodology that can enable scientists and engineers to mag-
netically program desired time-varying shapes for soft materials.

The method was validated with a simple showcase, and we
demonstrated its versatility by creating a reversible CMU logo, a
jellyfish-like robot, a spermatozoid-like undulating swimmer, and
an artificial cilium. Compared with other shape-programmable
materials that may require minutes to induce a shape change
(4, 8), our devices can transform into their desired shapes within
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seconds. We envision that this methodology may enable re-
searchers to develop a wide range of novel soft programmable
active surfaces and devices that can find broad applications in
robotics, engineering, and biomedicine.

Materials and Methods
Here, we provide a detailed discussion for our fabrication technique. The
required steps to create the desired magnetization profile for a pro-
grammable beam are summarized in Fig. 5. The programmable magnetic
soft composite material consists of two components: a passive component
and an active component that can be stimulated by magnetic excitation. The
active component is created by embedding fine neodymium–iron–boron
(NdFeB) particles that have an average size of 5 μm (MQFP; Magnequench)
into a soft silicone rubber (Ecoflex 00-10; Smooth-on, Inc.). The volume ratio
for the NdFeB particles and Ecoflex 00-10 is 0.15:1. The passive component is
created by embedding aluminum (Al) powder with an average particle size
of 5 μm into the same type of silicone rubber with the same volume ratio.
The volume ratio is selected to ensure that the elastic modulus of the active
and passive components are identical, allowing the composite to have a
uniform elastic modulus. The relationship between the passive component’s
volume ratio and its resultant elastic modulus was experimentally charac-
terized (S7. Matching the Elastic Modulus Properties and Fig. S5).

To create a nonuniform mðsÞ that has a desired magnitude profile, the
distribution between the passive and active components must be patterned.
The locations that have a higher magnitude of magnetization will have
more active components. To achieve this, a two-step micromolding process is

adopted. First, a negative mold with the desired beam geometries is created
by computer numerical control machining on an acrylic sheet (Fig. 5A). The
passive component (in liquid form) is poured into the negative mold and is
allowed to cure (Fig. 5B). Once the passive component is fully cured, a laser
cutter is used to cut out a band with nonuniform width (Fig. 5C). The active
component (in liquid form) is poured into the mold to replace the removed
band (Fig. 5D). The two components form a composite of a uniform thick-
ness once the active component is cured. Due to the nonuniform width of
the band, the distribution of the active components can be patterned. This
allows the beam to have an mðsÞ with a desired magnitude profile after the
beam is magnetized. The desired orientation profile ofmðsÞ is created by using
laser-cut jigs to bend/fold the beam during the magnetization process (Fig. 5 E
and Fi). Thus, by magnetizing the beam when it is sandwiched between the
jigs, the desired orientation profile can be obtained after the applied mag-
netizing field and the jigs are removed (Fig. 5 F, ii). The NdFeB particles that
are embedded within the active components will be saturated by the large
uniform magnetizing field (∼1 T), creating the desired mðsÞ for the material.
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